MOUNDVILLE CYDONIA PATTERN
The purpose of this study is to present the evidence that the geometric ley-lines of the following mound layout in Alabama, USA is set to the Cydonia, Mars ley-lines. Pertaining to the Cydonia, Mars anomalies, there are 3 main pyramid structures that comprise the Martian Motif. There is the
famous Face of Mars, the giant Pentagon Fortress and the Pleiadian Pyramid City. These 3 structures triangulate each other and would make up the core of a large metropolitan city on Earth. What is astonishing is that such a Martian Motif is seen implemented in the architecture of almost all the
ancient civilizations on Earth. This started, at least based on the archeological record after the Flood of Noah with Babylon and Sumer. How the Martian Motif is tied to the ley-lines of ancient cities, temples and structures is that perhaps the lost knowledge-connection of the Martian civilization
was conveyed to the few and selected ‘priestly’ class on Earth that constitutes the Secret Societies, etc. This special class of humans are perhaps tasked at keeping the legacy, lifeline and bloodline operational. In the modern era, the Mars Motif is incorporated into the major capitals.
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The Native Americans cleverly
depicted their settlement as a
mirrored motif of a the Left
Hand with the All-Seeing Eye in
the middle of palm. The snake
motifs become the ‘rivers’.
Highly suggested but probable.
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Interesting that the Native peoples had the same Hand
-Eye motif as used by the Hindus and Middle-Eastern
peoples. I also corroborates with the esoteric notion
of the Luciferian spirit energies of the All-Seeing Eye of
the ‘Shining One’ Serpent, etc.

